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AC'7 (5–8 mg). We obtained the crystals on SiO2/Si substrate after the suspension was kept at 190 °C for 24–148 h.
The top-contact OFETs were fabricated by vacuum
deposition of Au source and drain contacts on the grown
crystals. The Si was used as the gate contact, and SiO2 layer
was used for the gate insulator. The electrical characteristics were measured in the dark both under an ambient environment and under vacuum (<5×10–3 Pa). The carrier
mobilities of the OFETs were estimated from the electrical
data in the saturation region [11].

1. Introduction
Organic crystals comprising π-conjugated molecules
are promising as functional materials. The peculiar physical
properties e.g. high carrier mobilities in organic field-effect
transistors (OFETs) [1], spectrally narrowed emissions [2]
and laser oscillations [3] have been observed in these crystals. The regular arrangement of the molecules is responsible for them. It will, therefore, be important for device applications to make the most use of organic crystals with
highly aligned molecules. Of these materials, thiophene/phenylene co-oligomers (TPCOs) [4,5] are particularly promising.
The TPCOs include several compounds in which thiophene and phenylene rings assume an alternating arrangement. The crystals of such compounds exhibit moderately
high carrier mobility [6,7] and unique optical properties e.g.
high quantum efficiency of emission greater than 0.7 [8]. A
typical example is AC5; see Fig. 1(a). In the present studies
we investigate the charge transport of another alternating
oligomer AC'7 [Fig. 1(b)] of higher molecular-weight version [9].
Meanwhile, we have been successful in developing the
method of growing organic single crystals of high quality
in a liquid phase [10]. This enables us to produce them directly onto the substrates. Thus the grown crystals are readily applicable to the device fabrication. We now apply this
method to making the single crystals of AC'7 so that the
charge transport characteristics can be studied on an OFET
device.

3. Results and Discussion
Polarizing micrographs of a grown AC'7 crystal are
shown in Fig. 2. These were taken under the extinction position [Fig. 2(a)] and the diagonal position [Fig. 2(b)] of the
crossed Nicols. The microscope observations clearly indicate that the AC'7 crystal is a hexagon [Fig. 2(b)]. The fact
that the crystal entirely vanishes at the extinction position
[Fig. 2(a)] illustrates that it is a single crystal.
We measured the X-ray diffraction patterns of AC'7 on
the substrate. Figure 3(a) shows the result for the grown
AC'7 crystals in comparison with that for the
as-synthesized powder spread over the substrate [Fig. 3(b)].
In the single crystals, only the first- and higher-order peaks
(up to 19th) from the same diffraction plane are observed
[Fig. 3(a)]. The plane distance evaluated from the peaks is
d = 29.70 Å. This value is in agreement with the AC'7 molecular length (29.23 Å) estimated from a geometrically
optimized molecular structure using PM3 [12] in a MOPAC2002 program [13]. As for the as-synthesized material,
on the other hand, we observed peaks occurring from
planes other than that associated with the molecular length
[denoted with asterisks in Fig. 3(b)]. The results of the polarizing micrograph and the diffraction pattern obviously

2. Experimental
The method for the synthesis and purification of AC'7 is
described in the literature [9]. The detailed procedure and
apparatus for the crystal growth can be seen elsewhere [10].
We used a 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene suspension (20 ml) of
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Fig. 1 Structural formulae of (a) AC5 and (b) AC'7.

Fig. 2 Polarizing micrographs of an AC'7 crystal. These are
taken under (a) the extinction position and (b) the diagonal position of the crossed Nicols. The white dotted line is a guide to eye.
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Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) AC'7 crystals and (b)
as-synthesized powder.

Fig. 4 Output characteristics of the AC'7 crystal OFET fabricated on the SiO2/Si substrate.

indicate that the AC'7 crystal consists of the regular molecular layered structure as in the case of AC5 crystal [14].
Figure 4 shows the output characteristics of the OFET
made of an AC'7 crystal on an SiO2/Si substrate. The diagram depicts the result measured in vacuum. The drain
currents increase around the drain-source voltage of –10 V.
The presence of the convex-downward behavior of the
drain currents near the origin is indicative of the somewhat
poor electrical connection (non-ohmic contact) between the
AC'7 crystal and the Au electrodes.
The mobility and threshold voltage were estimated to
be 0.098 cm2/Vs and –3.4 V, respectively. Those measured
in air were 0.090 cm2/Vs and 0.42 V. These mobilities are
larger than those obtained for the AC5 crystal OFETs; the
mobility of the OFET made of a vapor-phase-grown AC5
crystal was 0.021 cm2/Vs (with SiO2 used for the gate insulator) [7] and that in the liquid phase was 0.022 cm2/Vs
(with a polymer used for the gate insulator) [6]. The larger
mobility can be attributed to longer π-conjugation of AC'7
than that of AC5.
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4. Conclusions
We have grown the single crystals of AC'7 directly on
the SiO2/Si substrates in the liquid phase. The grown crystals are well-defined hexagon and composed of the regular
molecular layered structure. The top-contact OFETs made
of these crystals show the mobility of ~0.1 cm2/Vs. This
number was higher than that obtained for AC5. The present
results show that the AC'7 crystals are potentially useful for
the electrical device applications.
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